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Gabriel Announces the Gabriel 2.0 Emergency Response Platform
Today, a cutting-edge technology firm has created a groundbreaking technological
solution to mitigate harm and provide a meaningful response to mass shootings.
Detroit, MI: Gabriel Networks today announces the release of Gabriel 2.0, the first unified platform
utilizing detection technology, live video, and an automated ‘call for help’ process to combat the
rise of active shooter events occurring in the U.S.
Using the latest AI detection technology, the solution instantly sends automated alerts with live
video, controls access, and initiates security protocols when a threat is detected (weapon,
gunshot, fight, robbery, etc). Within seconds, first responders have real time intelligence with eyes
and ears on the scene with the ability to command and control the incident.
Taking an agnostic approach to technology, Gabriel’s solution integrates with many of the industry
leading products in the video surveillance, detection analytics, and access control space. “With
this game changing technology, we can now solve a number of emergency response problems
such as human indecision, delayed calls to 911, and misinformation.” says Yoni Sherizen, CEO at
Gabriel. “This saves valuable response time and it saves lives.”
Features and benefits of Gabriel 2.0 include.
●

Detecting threats such as weapons, fights, gunshot, and intrusion

●

Automating the ‘call for help’ process by eliminating human indecision

●

Leveraging live video to provide clear vision for a targeted response

Gabriel 2.0 will be available starting today using a subscription pricing model. For more
information, visit www.gabrielprotects.com
About Gabriel: Gabriel Network is an Israeli security technology company located in Tel Aviv with
U.S. operations located in Detroit, MI. It is a mission driven company that is expanding rapidly in
the U.S. focused on incident response in a number of verticals including education, faith, health,
distribution, commercial real estate, banking, data centers, amongst others.

